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			Unassigned  1 - 10 / 256  		

		
			
							
		

		
			
				View Issues			

		

	


	
		
			
					
		0008703
 		
		[GNUnet] Consuming a ticket does not rely on the subjects key
		reclaim - 2024-04-08 14:57	
	
		0008443
 		
		[Taler] upgrade to ES2023 with latest QuickJS
		other - 2024-04-05 14:59	
	
		0008155
 		
		[Taler] acceptance testing of SPA with MG
		exchange AML backoffice (SPA) - 2024-04-05 14:59	
	
		0008689
 		
		[GNUnet] test_communicator_bidirect-tcp fails (due to no DNS resolution?)
		core service - 2024-04-04 19:15	
	
		0008692
 		
		[GNUnet] test_fs_search_with_and non-deterministic failure
		core service - 2024-04-04 15:35	
	
		0008684
 		
		[GNUnet] gnurl 7.72.0 fails to build from official tarball
		HTTP transport - 2024-04-04 15:20	
	
		0008613
 		
		[Taler] generate other QR codes than just payto:// for manual withdrawal
		wallet (all platforms) - 2024-03-29 11:11	
	
		0008670
 		
		[Anastasis] Free mainet
		packaging - 2024-03-29 02:08	
	
		0008648
 		
		[Taler] Preconfiguration of purposes
		wallet (all platforms) - 2024-03-18 10:29	
	
		0008640
 		
		[GNUnet] Implement gnunet-transport for connectivity metadata
		transport service - 2024-03-13 22:27	












	
		
			Resolved  1 - 10 / 139  		

		
			
							
		

		
			
				View Issues			

		

	


	
		
			
					
		0008719
 		
		[Taler] Binary distribution on Ubuntu mantic does not contain all the files
		mechant backend - 2024-04-10 10:14	
	
		0008722
 		
		[Taler] finish test, publish the prebuilt
		merchant backoffice SPA - 2024-04-10 05:08	
	
		0008424
 		
		[Taler] wallet shows silly hint in withdraw details
		wallet (WebExtension) - 2024-04-10 05:02	
	
		0008494
 		
		[Taler] improve usability of QR code scanning page
		wallet (WebExtension) - 2024-04-10 00:55	
	
		0008683
 		
		[Taler] taler-ops CI dumps on taler.net, but is not served from there
		deployment and operations - 2024-04-09 20:28	
	
		0008503
 		
		[Taler] Mount taler-ops-www.git on https://stage.taler-ops.ch
		deployment and operations - 2024-04-09 20:26	
	
		0007977
 		
		[Taler] unfair task scheduling in QuickJS runtime
		qtart - 2024-04-09 20:20	
	
		0008657
 		
		[Taler] Virgin wallet: After scanning a withdraw-exchange QR code, showing data to the user takes waayyyy too long
		wallet-core - 2024-04-09 19:40	
	
		0008432
 		
		[Taler] when aborting the first and only withdrawal transaction, the UI doesn't show it anymore
		wallet (WebExtension) - 2024-04-09 19:25	
	
		0008716
 		
		[Taler] wrong refund deadline
		merchant backoffice SPA - 2024-04-09 18:23	












	
		
			Recently Modified (30 Days)  1 - 10 / 297  		
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		0008724
  		
		[Taler] By configuring the bank account in the Taler Merchant Backend, https should be removed
		mechant backend - 2024-04-10 14:00	
	
		0008723
 		
		[Taler] Fix weblate issue with gpg key to git commit
		deployment and operations - 2024-04-10 12:45	
	
		0008719
 		
		[Taler] Binary distribution on Ubuntu mantic does not contain all the files
		mechant backend - 2024-04-10 10:14	
	
		0008722
 		
		[Taler] finish test, publish the prebuilt
		merchant backoffice SPA - 2024-04-10 05:08	
	
		0008424
 		
		[Taler] wallet shows silly hint in withdraw details
		wallet (WebExtension) - 2024-04-10 05:02	
	
		0008494
 		
		[Taler] improve usability of QR code scanning page
		wallet (WebExtension) - 2024-04-10 00:55	
	
		0008718
 		
		[Taler] change reference from `demobank-ui` to `bank-ui`
		libeufin-bank - 2024-04-09 23:01	
	
		0008711
 		
		[Taler] get nexus to work with EBICS dialect of Raiffeisen bank
		libeufin-nexus - 2024-04-09 23:00	
	
		0008293
 		
		[Taler] put exchange master key into separate volume mount
		sandcastle (containerized demo deployment) - 2024-04-09 20:29	
	
		0008683
 		
		[Taler] taler-ops CI dumps on taler.net, but is not served from there
		deployment and operations - 2024-04-09 20:28	
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Christian Grothoff commented on issue 0008724
 2024-04-10 14:00

Christian Grothoff assigned issue 0008724 to sebasjm
 2024-04-10 13:54

Christian Grothoff commented on issue 0008724
 2024-04-10 13:54

Christian Grothoff commented on issue 0008724
 2024-04-10 13:53

Emmanuel attached file Capture d’écran 2024-04-10 à 13.27.40.png to issue 0008724
 2024-04-10 13:34

Emmanuel assigned issue 0008724 to Christian Grothoff
 2024-04-10 13:34

Emmanuel created issue 0008724
 2024-04-10 13:34

javier.sepulveda picked up issue 0008723
 2024-04-10 10:30

javier.sepulveda created issue 0008723
 2024-04-10 10:30

Christian Grothoff commented on issue 0008719
 2024-04-10 10:14

Christian Grothoff resolved issue 0008719
 2024-04-10 10:14

Emmanuel commented on issue 0008719
 2024-04-10 09:37

sebasjm commented on issue 0008722
 2024-04-10 05:08

sebasjm resolved issue 0008722
 2024-04-10 05:08

sebasjm commented on issue 0008424
 2024-04-10 05:02

sebasjm resolved issue 0008424
 2024-04-10 05:02

sebasjm commented on issue 0008424
 2024-04-10 05:00

sebasjm commented on issue 0008494
 2024-04-10 00:55

sebasjm resolved issue 0008494
 2024-04-10 00:55

dvn commented on issue 0008683
 2024-04-09 20:28

dvn resolved issue 0008683
 2024-04-09 20:28

Christian Grothoff commented on issue 0008551
 2024-04-09 20:25

dvn commented on issue 0008551
 2024-04-09 20:24

Christian Grothoff commented on issue 0008551
 2024-04-09 20:21

Christian Grothoff commented on issue 0008365
 2024-04-09 19:48

Christian Grothoff commented on issue 0008364
 2024-04-09 19:48

Christian Grothoff commented on issue 0008657
 2024-04-09 19:40

Christian Grothoff resolved issue 0008657
 2024-04-09 19:40

sebasjm commented on issue 0008432
 2024-04-09 19:25

sebasjm resolved issue 0008432
 2024-04-09 19:25

sebasjm commented on issue 0008722
 2024-04-09 19:24

sebasjm picked up issue 0008722
 2024-04-09 19:22

sebasjm created issue 0008722
 2024-04-09 19:22

sebasjm picked up issue 0008721
 2024-04-09 19:13

sebasjm created issue 0008721
 2024-04-09 19:13

Florian Dold commented on issue 0007977
 2024-04-09 18:47

Florian Dold resolved issue 0007977
 2024-04-09 18:47

Florian Dold picked up issue 0008720
 2024-04-09 18:33

Florian Dold created issue 0008720
 2024-04-09 18:33

sebasjm resolved issue 0008716
 2024-04-09 18:23

sebasjm reopened issue 0008716
 2024-04-09 18:23

sebasjm commented on issue 0008716
 2024-04-09 18:23

sebasjm resolved issue 0008716
 2024-04-09 18:23

sebasjm commented on issue 0008716
 2024-04-09 18:22

Christian Grothoff assigned issue 0008719 to Emmanuel
 2024-04-09 17:48

Christian Grothoff commented on issue 0008717
 2024-04-09 17:45

Christian Grothoff resolved issue 0008717
 2024-04-09 17:45

Christian Grothoff commented on issue 0008717
 2024-04-09 17:38

Christian Grothoff commented on issue 0008719
 2024-04-09 17:34

Emmanuel assigned issue 0008719 to Christian Grothoff
 2024-04-09 17:20

More events...
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